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General Comment

Freedom is Never More than One Generation Away from Extinction, and my generation has fought hard to
 maintain our freedom! I've managed to make it this far in my life without Mr. O and his liberal elitist friends
 help, and hopefully will continue to do so despite their best efforts to bring us into their submission, as they have
 whittled away at many of our basic freedoms.

As government grows beyond its constitutional boundaries, it really does devour our freedom. . . Marco Rubio
 has said; "That Hope and Change has become Divide and Conquer". . . I believe we are under attack for within
 and we have become a country steeped in secret combinations that continually use the term; "Political
 Correctness" to push their political agenda. Political Correctness is Just Tyranny with Manners. . .

As Os era comes to an end, we will reflect on his slogans more as "Chains We Can Believe In".
I am anxiously waiting for when Mr. Os vacation will come to an end, for we all have a huge mess to clean up
 once we manage to get rid of the lack of leadership within our government and in high places and manage to get
 America back to its moral path for "We The People" not "You The Government". . .

We all Hope and pray that a Positive Change is coming in 2016!
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